NEW FACES AT INTERDEAN
September 2011
EMEA : Interdean welcomes John Rason MA Chartered Fellow
Chartered Institute of Personnel Development (FCIPD)
19th July 2011 : Interdean Group welcomes John Rason as part of its
Client Services Team.
What he will be doing
John is an International HR Professional who will be working with
corporate clients to help develop their mobility and relocation
programmes. John will assist clients by drawing on his experience of
working within International HR and Mobility functions.
John’s Experience
As a Fellow of the CIPD, John is a recognised thought leader and
speaker on key subjects of; strategic International HR, Talent Management and Global
Mobility.
Prior to joining Interdean, John held senior HR roles capacity in some of the world’s largest
companies, including; Cable & Wireless, Canon, Convergys and GEAC Software.
In his role with Interdean, John will report to Mark Rising. Rising comments, “John will use the
knowledge and HR skills he has developed over the past 30 years to the benefit of our clients.
I believe John’s addition to our team will help us to further strengthen the relationship we
have with our customers and ensure that we are always at the leading edge of the relocation
services marketplace”.
Meet John Rason
T: +44 (0)20 8961 4141
M: +44 (0)7793041447
John.Rason@interdean.com
London, UK – Interdean International Relocation welcomes
Barrie Gilmour as UK Sales Director
Barrie is well-known for his industry expertise, global sales outlook
and driving business growth, all of which will enhance Interdean’s UK
Sales Department. Barrie’s new role will see him streamlining
Interdean’s sales strategy, ensuring continued growth and further
promoting the innovative solutions that Interdean offers its clients.
Prior to joining Interdean, Barrie held senior sales management
positions with both Crown Relocations and Cartus.
Commenting on his impending role Barrie says, “The exciting thing
about Interdean is where it has positioned itself in the marketplace.
The agreement with Santa Fe greatly enhances Interdean’s global
capabilities. Interdean clearly differentiates itself from its competitors with local area expertise
in the world’s most challenging locations. I can’t wait to be a part of the team and continue to
build on Interdean’s success.”
Barrie appreciates the various aspects of international relocation, having experienced expatriate
life himself in Germany for four years. He therefore understands the importance of offering a
business solution which is multi-tiered; meeting the requirements of clients at a corporate

level, the HR Department and the assignees.
Interdean’s Managing Director, Rob Lucas, welcomes Barrie’s appointment, “I am confident
that Barrie’s knowledge and expertise borne out of years of industry experience teamed with
our strong existing sales function will prove monumental in the sustained growth and success
of Interdean”.
Barrie lives in Reading with his long-term partner, Lenka. In his spare time, Barrie enjoys
watching and playing sport, including golf and is a keen motor racing fan.

